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Table Pads for Dining Room | Conference | Protective Table Pads

Dinign room table pads protect your dining table from heat, scratches and spills. Table Pads Custom is a
table pad company who manufacures table pads, protective table pads, custom table pads in all shapes and
sizes.

Feb. 17, 2010 - PRLog -- Table Pads Custom is the leading website for custom made table pads. Our
protective table pads protect your table from heat, scratches and spills. Although there are dozens of table
pad web sites, we know of only five companies that actually manufacture custom table pads. We are one of
them.

We manufacture pads to protect dining room tables, kitchen tables, buffets/sideboards, coffee tables,
conference tables, desks, pool tables, etc. We also make dining room table extender pads to increase seating
capacity. Our latest invention is Table Paddies™ - mini-tablepads for casual dining when entire table
doesn't need protection.

If you are confused about prices and claims of other sites, one of our customer service reps will happily
assist in making comparisons. They will even share with you who our competitors are. No problem - we
know we CAN'T BE BEAT!

Our greatest claim to fame is our patented, magnetic locking system (MagnaLoc™.) This is a unique table
pad innovation which helps keep sections together and prevents separation while in use. Unlike any other
locking device, MagnaLocs™ are 100% user-friendly, totally hidden and secured beneath the table pad
upholstery, making it almost impossible for damage to ever occur to your table surface, unlike other locking
devices.

The perils of everyday life threaten the surface of your treasured dining table. Any fine or simulated wood
top can be easily damaged from setting down a sweating glass, to accidentally dropping an object. The only
reliable and time tested method to protect your furniture investment is a custom made table pad.

Not only will a table pad protect your table top, a table pad also acts as a cushion to absorb sound when
dining.

All of our pads are factory guaranteed. Our "Best Pad" is unconditionally guaranteed for life.They may very
well outlive the table itself. It's rare to find genuine quality in a world where products are designed to fail,
where they require periodic replacement. Such is not the case with our table pads.

For those of you who are skeptical of ordering by mail, phone or internet, put your mind at ease. We have
been advertising in newspapers, magazines, and television for years. Our measuring techniques have proven
to be as accurate as if someone came to personally measure. You can easily measure your own table,
regardless of the size or shape, in less than ten minutes.
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Magnaloc, Best Table Pad Company, Coffee Table Pads, Tablecloths, Custom Tablecloth, Table Top
Protection, Leaf Table Pads, Extension Leaf Pad, Kitchen Table Pads

For more information on table pads visit our website at http://www.tablepadscustom.com

# # #

Table Pads Custom is a table pad company who manufactures table pads for dining room tables, kitchen
tables, conference tables, buffet servers, sideboards and coffee tables. Our table pads have a 600 degree
heatshield and lifetime warranty.
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